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Internet Speed Monitor Pi – Student 
Worksheet  Learning Outcomes 

• Learn the basics of IoT 

• Understand the concepts of an Internet speed monitor and how to create one 

• Learn how to use an Internet speed monitor and how to upload the results to a google drive.  

Background 

Raspbian is a Debian-based computer operating system for the Raspberry Pi computer. There are several 

versions of Raspbian including: Raspbian Stretch and Raspbian Jessie. Raspbian was created by Mike 

Thompson and Peter Green as an independent project, with an initial build completed in June 2012. Since 

2015, Raspbian has been officially provided by the Raspberry Pi Foundation as its primary operating 

system for the family of Raspberry Pi single-board computers and is highly optimized for the Raspberry Pi 

line's low-performance ARM CPUs. 

The internet of things, or IoT, is a system of interrelated computing devices, mechanical and digital 

machines, objects, animals or people that are provided with unique identifiers (UIDs) and the ability to 

transfer data over a network without requiring human-to-human or human-to-computer interaction. 

IoT devices could be a person with a heart monitor implant, a farm animal with a biochip transponder, an 

automobile that has built-in sensors to alert the driver when tire pressure is low or any other natural or 

man-made object that can be assigned an IP address and is able to transfer data over a network. 

Increasingly, organisations in a variety of industries are using IoT to operate more efficiently, better 

understand customers to deliver enhanced customer service, improve decision-making and increase the 

value of the business. 

This Raspberry Pi Internet speed monitor project will enable you to set up your Raspberry Pi to monitor 

your Internet connection and save the data to a Google drive. This project is ideal if you’re interested in 

monitoring how your download speed, upload speed, and ping are affected over time. Additionally, this 

can help you work out the times your network is operating at peak capacity or if you’re suffering from a 

degraded internet connection. 

To build the Internet speed monitor, we will be showing you how to write a small Python script that 

interacts with a program called speedtest-cli. Speedtest-cli is the tool our project will use to monitor the 

internet connection. This program works by polling the popular speedtest.net service to get your ping, 

download speed, and upload speed. 
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Hardware Required 

Component Number (Box Case) Component 

Slot 1 Raspberry Pi + Case 

Slot 10 Raspbian SD Card 

Slot 2 TFT Screen 

Slot 11 HDMI 

Slot 11 Wireless Keyboard 

Slot 12 Wireless Mouse 

Slot 13 Power Supply Unit 

Project assembly/ Code setup: 

Step 1: Ensure that all the hardware required is taken out of the Peli or Box case 

Step 2: Insert the Raspbian SD Card into the SD Card slot on the Raspberry Pi 

Step 3: Insert the USB dongle for the keyboard and mouse (or connect an external USB keyboard and 

mouse) 

Step 4: Connect the TFT Screen to the Raspberry Pi GPIO pins ensuring that the HDMI ports align on 

the side. Connect the HDMI to HDMI U shaped connector between the Raspberry Pi and the 

TFT Screen. (If using an external monitor connect the HDMI cable directly to the external 

monitor and you do not need to use the TFT Screen) 

Step 5: You are now ready to power on the Raspberry Pi. Plug in the power supply unit into your wall 

power outlet and connect the mini USB cable to the power socket on the Raspberry Pi. You 

should get a red light appear and a green/amber light flashing as the Raspberry Pi starts to boot 

up 

Step 6: Once the Raspbian OS has booted up you will be sign in automatically. Make sure your 

Raspberry Pi is either connected to your WiFi or connected to the internet using an Ethernet 

cable and connecting it using the Ethernet port on the Raspberry Pi 

Step 7: Open up a terminal and in the terminal type ls, there will be a lot of different files and 

directories that appear for you, we need to move into the right folder to find the tool we are 

going to use for this project. Type cd 

Documents/CyberPiProjects/IOT/Project_005_Internet_Speed_Monitor/ 
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Type ls and you should see a help file, so to view the contents of the help file type cat 

Internet_Speed_Monitor_Help to bring up the help file for the project 

Step 8: We can now proceed to write our Python script that will monitor our download and upload 

speeds. We can begin creating our Python script for the Raspberry Pi internet speed monitor 

by opening the terminal and running the following command 

nano speedtest.py 

 

Step 9: Within this file write the following lines of code. We will explain each important section of the 

code, so you get an idea of how everything works 

import os 

import re 

import subprocess 

import time 

 

These four lines define all of the libraries that we will be relying on in our script. Below we will 

explain how each of these libraries will be is used 

import os: The os library is used by the script to interact with the operating system itself. For 

this script, we will be using it to check if a file exists 

import re: The re library allows us to easily do regular expressions by providing a library for 

handling pattern searches. We use this to find our wanted values out of the data given to us 

from speedtest-cli 

import subprocess: The subprocess library is essential to this script, as we require it to be able 

to call another python script 

In our case, we will be using the subprocess library so we can launch up the speedtest-cli 

script and retrieve the values returned by it 

import time: We utilize the time library so that we can record both the date and time for each 

call to the speedtest-cli. This library is what will allow us to track our speed over a length of 

time 
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Step 10: In this line of code, we utilize the subprocess library to launch a call to the speedtest-cli python 

script and tell it to pipe everything from the speedtest-cli to stdout. By using stdout.read() at 

the end of the call we store the response from speedtest-cli to our response variable 

response = subprocess.Popen('/usr/local/bin/speedtest-cli --simple', 

shell=True, stdout=subprocess.PIPE).stdout.read() 

 

Step 11: These three lines of code are fairly simple, and all do the same thing. They use the re library to 

run a regular expression for a certain piece of text and find the number located next to each 

piece of text. For instance, the search for ping finds “Ping: 47.943 ms” but only grabs the 

number that is between the text 

ping = re.findall('Ping:\s(.*?)\s', response, re.MULTILINE) 

download = re.findall('Download:\s(.*?)\s', response, re.MULTILINE) 

upload = re.findall('Upload:\s(.*?)\s', response, re.MULTILINE) 

 

Step 12: These lines are important as we use them to clean up the numbers that we grabbed from the 

speedtest-cli output 

ping = ping[0].replace(',', '.') 

download = download[0].replace(',', '.') 

upload = upload[0].replace(',', '.') 

 

Step 13: Since we plan on outputting the data into a CSV format, all number values need to have the 

commas (,) replaced with decimal points (.). Otherwise, the CSV format will split the numbers 

into new columns. Thanks to Pythons .replace we can easily do this on each piece of text 

Step 14: This bit of code is straightforward. The code is kept within a try statement so that if any errors 

occur, it will not stop the script from operating. Within the try statement, we first open up a 

call to our speedtest.csv file. By using, “a+” in the arguments, we tell it that we want to create 

the file if it doesn’t exist and that any new data should be appended to whatever is already in 

there. Afterward, we utilize the os library to check our speedtest.csv files actual size in bytes. 

If the file’s bytes are equal to 0, we go ahead. If the file does exist, we proceed on as normal. 

try: 
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    f = open('/home/pi/ 
Documents/CyberPiProjects/IOT/Project_005_Internet_Speed_Monitor/speedtest/speedtest.

csv', 'a+') 

    if os.stat('/home/pi/ 
Documents/CyberPiProjects/IOT/Project_005_Internet_Speed_Monitor/speedtest/speedtest.

csv').st_size == 0: 

            f.write('Date,Time,Ping (ms),Download (Mbit/s),Upload (Mbit/s)\r\n') 

except: 

    pass 

Step 15: Finally, we print out all our data separated by commas 

f.write('{},{},{},{},{}\r\n'.format(time.strftime('%m/%d/%y'), 

time.strftime('%H:%M'), ping, download, upload)) 

 

We use the time library’s strftime function to insert both the current date and the current 

time into our formatted string. After that, we insert our ping, download, and upload 

Step 16: Once you have finished writing your code, it should end up looking like what we have 

displayed below 

import os 

import re 

import subprocess 

import time 

 

response = subprocess.Popen('/usr/local/bin/speedtest-cli --simple', shell=True, 

stdout=subprocess.PIPE).stdout.read() 

 

ping = re.findall('Ping:\s(.*?)\s', response, re.MULTILINE) 

download = re.findall('Download:\s(.*?)\s', response, re.MULTILINE) 

upload = re.findall('Upload:\s(.*?)\s', response, re.MULTILINE) 

 

ping = ping[0].replace(',', '.') 

download = download[0].replace(',', '.') 

upload = upload[0].replace(',', '.') 

 

try: 
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    f = open('/home/pi/ 
Documents/CyberPiProjects/IOT/Project_005_Internet_Speed_Monitor/speedtest/speedtest.

csv', 'a+') 

    if os.stat('/home/pi/ 
Documents/CyberPiProjects/IOT/Project_005_Internet_Speed_Monitor/speedtest/speedtest.

csv’).st_size == 0: 

            f.write('Date,Time,Ping (ms),Download (Mbit/s),Upload (Mbit/s)\r\n') 

except: 

    pass 

 

f.write('{},{},{},{},{}\r\n'.format(time.strftime('%m/%d/%y'), 

time.strftime('%H:%M'), ping, download, upload)) 

 

You can now save the file by pressing Ctrl + X then Y and finally press Enter 

Step 17: Now that we have made the required folder, we can go ahead and test the script. We can test 

our script by running the following command 

python speedtest.py 

 

Step 18: Once the script has finished executing you can then check out the results by opening up the 

newly created speedtest.csv. Let’s open up this file by running the following command on the 

Raspberry Pi 

nano speedtest/speedtest.csv 
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Step 19: Within this file, you should see something like what we have below. The column headers and 

some rows of data 

Date, Time, Ping (ms), Download (Mbit/s),Upload(Mbit/s) 

04/28/18,13:34,27.833,27.28,9.02 

 

Step 20: This file can also be opened using Libre Office by opening file explorer and navigating to  

Documents/CyberPiProjects/IOT/Project_005_Internet_Speed_Monitor/spee

dtest and double clicking the CSV file. 

Conclusion 

This project is designed to introduce you to an Internet speed monitor and the applications they have 

within IoT. You will have run multiple commands and created a simple python script to allow the Raspberry 

Pi to record the download and upload speed as well as the ping, then upload them to a google drive. This 

project is just scratching the surface of what you can achieve with it, there are so many different projects 

you can build around this. Keep in mind that the Raspberry is limited in processing power and will not be 

able to handle large volumes of traffic accurately.  

Disclaimer 

Any actions and or activities related to the material contained within this Website is solely your 

responsibility. The misuse of the information in this website can result in criminal charges brought against 

the persons in question. Cyber Security Associates Limited will not be held responsible for any criminal 

charges brought against any individuals misusing the information in these projects to break the law.    
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